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Avian magnetite-based magnetoreception: a physiologist’s perspective
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It is now well established that animals use the Earth’s magnetic field to perform long-distance migration and other navigational tasks. However, the transduction mechanisms that allow the conversion of magnetic field variations into an electric signal by specialized sensory cells remain largely unknown. Among the species that have been shown to sense Earth-strength magnetic fields, birds have been a model of choice since behavioural tests show that their direction-finding abilities are strongly influenced by magnetic fields. Magnetite, a ferromagnetic mineral, has been found in a wide range of organisms, from bacteria to vertebrates. In birds, both superparamagnetic (SPM) and single-domain magnetite have been found to be associated with the trigeminal nerve. Electrophysiological recordings from cells in the trigeminal ganglion have shown an increase in action potential firing in response to magnetic field changes. More recently, histological evidence has demonstrated the presence of SPM magnetite in the subcutis of the pigeon’s upper beak. The aims of the present review are to review the evidence for a magnetite-based mechanism in birds and to introduce physiological concepts in order to refine the proposed models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many bird species undertake long-distance migrations to allow them to use available resources for feeding and breeding. A record is the migration of the arctic tern, which flies each year from its breeding colony in the Arctic to the Antarctic, a 19 000 km each-way journey, with the pay-off that the tern sees two summers each year and ensures a continuous food supply. Another type of movement common in birds is dispersal, where birds move away from their hatching place. Finally, birds accomplish daily or more long-term journeys in order to gather the food they need. In addition to these natural journeys, some birds have been bred by humans to act as messengers. Swallows were used by the Romans to announce the results of chariot races. Homing pigeons, the direct descendants of the rock dove, have been used since the days of ancient Egypt to carry messages and are well known for accurate navigation over long distances and in poor weather conditions where many of the more obvious navigational cues are lacking.

Birds rely on a wide range of cues in order to navigate successfully. Cues used for these steps include visual landmarks (Biro et al. 2007); the direction of Sun, Moon and stars, and polarized light, which can indicate the Sun’s position even in heavy cloud (Muheim et al. 2006); olfactory cues (Wallraff 2004; Nevitt et al. 2008); and auditory cues (Hagstrum 2000). It has, by now, been well established that birds also rely heavily on navigational cues provided by the Earth’s magnetic field (the geomagnetic field (GMF); see Able 1994). The GMF is a direct consequence of convection currents in the Earth’s liquid metallic iron core, which generate electric currents and, in turn, produce a magnetic field. To a good approximation, the surface field would result from a magnetic dipole located in the Earth’s centre with its south pole pointing towards geomagnetic north. The inclination angle formed between the magnetic field lines and the Earth’s surface depends on the latitude—field lines are parallel to the surface of the globe at the equator but are vertical at the poles and the angle of inclination can therefore be used as a guide to latitude. Another important parameter for animal navigation is the magnetic field intensity, which is weakest near the equator (around 30 μT) and strongest at the poles (approx. 60 μT). In addition, local variations of
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magnetic field angle and intensity exist owing to the presence of ferromagnetic mineral deposits within the crust. In summary, the GMF can be defined by three parameters, direction, inclination and intensity. Each of these parameters independently forms a magnetic landscape that could, in principle, be used by animals for both long- and short-distance migrations.

The idea that birds can use the GMF probably dates back to the early use of the GMF for human navigation, but was first articulated in the second half of the nineteenth century (Von Middendorf 1859). Many experiments have been carried out on pigeons and their homing behaviour in field trials. Vigerie (1882) proposed that pigeons use a navigational map that includes magnetic parameters. It was later shown that pigeons can home without visual cues (Walcott & Schmidt-Koenig 1973; Schmidt-Koenig & Walcott 1978) and that the orientation behaviour of pigeons was altered by the application of a magnetic field (Walcott & Green 1974). The idea of magnetic sensation in birds was experimentally confirmed by Wiltschko & Merkel (1966), who demonstrated that captive European robins in the migratory season attempt to escape confinement, in the absence of any other directional cues, in a direction dictated by the ambient magnetic field. Since then, a large amount of evidence has been produced to support the existence of a magnetic sense in many bird species that helps the animal to head in a particular direction during migration and establishes a magnetic map that is based on the detection of small changes in magnetic intensity (see Able 1994; Wiltschko & Wiltschko 2002, 2005; Mouritsen & Ritz 2005).

2. POSSIBLE TRANSDUCTION MECHANISMS TO EXPLAIN MAGNETORECEPTION

In order to detect a sensory stimulus, a sensory neuron must transform the chemical or physical energy of the stimulus into an electrical signal that can be transmitted to, and processed by, the brain. In the simplest case, the stimulus can be directly detected by an ion channel (e.g. in the case of thermal sensation; see Dhaka et al. 2006). More commonly, the stimulus is detected by a specialized detection mechanism—a G-protein-coupled receptor in the case of vision or olfaction, or the hair cell cilia in the case of hearing—and is then transmitted to the ion channel that modulates the cell membrane potential. It has been shown that ion channel activity can be directly modulated by high-intensity magnetic fields through an action on membrane phospholipids (Petrov & Martinac 2007) but the field intensities required are far above the Earth-strength magnetic fields whose detection must underlie navigation. During the past 40 years, researchers have proposed a number of theories to explain the ability of living organisms to detect Earth-strength magnetic fields, but only two are backed by experimental evidence and are currently in contention: light-dependent and magnetite-based magnetoreception. This review mainly considers evidence for the second, but we will first give a brief overview of the light-based mechanism.

2.1. Light-dependent magnetosensation

One of the first indications that birds may use light-based magnetoreception was provided by a work on pigeons (Wiltschko & Wiltschko 1981). European robins can orient well in blue or green light but are disorientated in red or yellow-orange light (Wiltschko & Wiltschko 1995, 1999, 2001; Wiltschko et al. 2001). Similar results were found for Australian silveryeyes (Wiltschko et al. 2000). These results suggest that illumination with blue/green light is necessary for the birds to extract information from the GMF. More recent work suggested that this is a highly lateralized process, and that only the right eye of the European robin is involved in the detection (Wiltschko et al. 2002a).

A theory that may explain these results is the radical pair mechanism involving electron transfer from a donor to an acceptor molecule (Schulten & Weller 1978; Ritz et al. 2000). Cryptochrome has been suggested as a possible molecular candidate (Ritz et al. 2000; Mouritsen et al. 2004) and has been recently shown to generate free radicals (Liedvogel et al. 2007). In addition, it was also shown that migratory birds displayed co-localization of cryptochrome and neuronal activity during migration (Mouritsen et al. 2004). In a recent behavioural assay for magnetosensitivity, wild-type flies show significant naive and trained responses to a magnetic field under full-spectrum light (approx. 300–700 nm) but do not respond to the field when wavelengths in the Cry-sensitive, ultraviolet-A/blue-light part of the spectrum (less than 420 nm) were blocked. Notably, Cry-deficient flies do not show either naive or trained responses to a magnetic field under full-spectrum light (Gegear et al. 2008). For reviews of the evidence supporting the light-dependent theory of magnetosensation, the interested reader is referred to a recent review (Wiltschko & Wiltschko 2005) and articles on cryptochrome-based magnetosensation by Liedvogel & Mouritsen (2010) and by Ritz et al. (2010).

2.2. Magnetite-based magnetosensation in birds

Magnetite (Fe₃O₄ or iron (II, III) oxide) is the most common magnetic mineral found on Earth. Of all natural iron oxides, it has the strongest magnetism. Until the late 1960s, magnetite was thought to be a mineral found in purely inorganic contexts, but in 1967, Lowenstam (1967) demonstrated that the tongue of the chiton, a polyplacophoran marine mollusc, contains magnetite in order to help this animal graze on the biofilm present on the surfaces of rocks. This major discovery was followed by observations by Blakemore that certain types of mud bacteria produce chains of nanometre-sized magnetite crystals (Blakemore 1975; Frankel et al. 1979) surrounded by a membrane (Gorby et al. 1988). The magnetite crystals have a well-defined shape and size and their formation is under tight biological control (for a detailed review see Komelii 2007; Faivre & Schuler 2008). These
observations led researchers including Kirschvink & Gould (1981) to propose that magnetite may mediate magnetoreception in animals. Since then, magnetite has been described in a large number of animals.

The ability of magnetite to retain a permanent magnetic field depends on the crystal size. When the magnetite crystal length is below approximately 50 nm, the predominant force acting on an individual crystal is thermal agitation, which constantly flips the direction of magnetization of the crystal. The consequence is that the Earth’s magnetic field cannot exert a magnetic torque on an individual crystal smaller than 50 nm or so. Such crystals are referred to as superparamagnetic (SPM). As opposed to a single SPM particle, an assemblage of SPM particles can be magnetized in an external magnetic field, but loses its magnetization as soon as the magnetic field is turned off. Magnetite crystals larger than 50 nm, on the other hand, retain their magnetization and are called magnetic single-domain particles. Still larger crystals of magnetite (larger than about 100 nm) are too large to host a single magnetic domain and consist of multiple domains in which a number of single domains each of approximately 50 nm diameter coexist. Initially, only single-domain crystals were thought to provide optimal detection of Earth-strength magnetic fields; however, models based on SPM particles have been generated and tested (see below).

2.2.1. Single-domain magnetite. Walcott et al. (1979) located an area of the pigeon head containing magnetic material between the skull and the dura. Electron microscopy revealed the presence of small electron-dense objects of 80–150 nm in length. The tissue contains nerve fibres and connective tissue. The magnetic remanence of the material disappeared at 575°C indicating the presence of magnetite. Several authors subsequently reported the presence of single-domain magnetite in birds, mainly based on magnetic measurements (Beason & Nichols 1984; Beason & Brennan 1986; Edwards et al. 1992). There have been no subsequent reports of single-domain magnetite in birds. Pulse-remagnetization experiments carried out in the silvereye (Witelschko et al. 2002b) have argued against the possibility of a freely rotating chain of single-domain magnetite crystals as had been proposed for fish (Walker 2008). So far, direct evidence of single-domain magnetite in vertebrates only exists for the fish species Scombridae (Walker et al. 1984) and Salmonidae (Mann et al. 1988; Walker et al. 1988, 1997).

2.2.2. Superparamagnetic magnetite. Small crystals of magnetite of size less than 50 nm, too small to form single domains, were initially described in the skin of the upper beak of the homing pigeon, as marked at site 1 in figure 2a (Hanzlik et al. 2000). Strong Prussian blue staining revealed the presence of iron between fat cells (figure 1a) denoting the presence of clusters 1–3 μm in size of extremely fine-grained magnetite (1–5 nm; see Winklhofer et al. 2001). Magnetic measurements confirmed the presence of SPM iron, which cannot retain a remanent magnetization at room temperature, since a remanence imparted at 10 K largely decayed when the temperature was brought to 200 K. This result was confirmed by Tian and co-workers (2007) in a recent study where they showed that the beak from female pigeons displayed a higher concentration of magnetite. On the basis of initial electron micrographs of an SPM cluster in the pigeon beak, Shcherbakov & Winklhofer (1999) proposed a model in which SPM particles are suspended in a biological
liquid and therefore behave like a ferrofluid. According to the model, the ambient magnetic field is converted into a deformation of the cluster, which could produce deformation of the plasma membrane and therefore trigger mechanosensitive ion channel openings. This magnetic-field-induced deformation model applies to an individual cluster. A refined model proposed by the same group (Davila et al. 2003) is based on magnetic interactions among SPM clusters, which were found to occur in groups of 10–20 clusters.

Further investigations carried out by the Fleissner group used an antibody directed against avian neurofilaments to demonstrate that SPM clusters were within nerve terminals (Fleissner et al. 2003). These nerve endings were found in six spots (three each side) along the rim of the beak and each was aligned differently with respect to the beak axis, as shown in figure 1b (Fleissner et al. 2007). Reconstruction of the nerve terminals by the use of electron microscopy showed a rather complex system. The SPM magnetite is contained within a fibrous basket (figure 1d) and seems to communicate with the plasma membrane via thin filaments. On the other side of the cluster, the fibrous basket is bound to iron-rich platelets, which run through the axonal process joining clusters as shown in figure 1c. Another conspicuous feature is a vesicle that is surrounded by the platelets. The platelets were first proposed to be amorphous and made of iron and phosphorus. In a new study, the Fleissner group demonstrated that the iron in these platelets is ferric (FeIII). Using microsynchrotron X-ray near-edge absorption spectroscopy, Fleissner et al. (2007) showed that the X-ray absorption spectrum of the dendrite can be explained by a combination of 10–20% magnetite and 80–90% maghemite, a ferromagnetic oxide that is chemically and structurally closely related to magnetite, except that all iron in maghemite is ferric. They propose a novel concept for SPM-based magnetoreception, which is built on the assumption that the platelets each represent single crystalline domains of maghemite and that the maghemite platelets would concentrate magnetic field lines onto the SPM cluster. Deformation of the membrane owing to the pull of the SPM clusters on linkers (figure 1d) would then open mechanosensitive ion channels. This model was later given a theoretical basis by Solov'yov & Greiner (2007). Recently, the Fleissner group extended their observations to other species such as the domestic chicken, the European robin and the garden warbler (Stahl et al. 2007).

In a critical comment, Winklhofer & Kirschvink (2008) questioned the mineralogical interpretation given in Fleissner et al. (2007). First, the window selected for the measurements does not allow discrimination between maghemite and other possible ferric iron compounds. Second and more importantly, the crystalline nature of the platelets postulated in Fleissner et al. (2007) contradicts the previous electron diffraction results reported in Fleissner et al. (2003).

Nevertheless, and even if questions remain about the components of this putative magnetosensitive structures, tremendous progress has been achieved by the Fleissner group in understanding biogenic magnetite-containing structures in the beak of the pigeon. These structures possess several attractive characteristics to be one of the sites for magnetoreception: (i) the magnetite-containing compartments are of neural origin; (ii) iron deposits are spatially organized both at the beak and at the cellular level, which rules out the possibility of random contamination, and both maghemite platelets and SPM clusters are embedded in filaments of organic origin; (iii) the SPM clusters are located close to and tethered to the plasma membrane, which could link them to mechanosensation and ion channel transduction (see below); and (iv) the localization is consistent with the physiological work carried out by Semm and Beason on the trigeminal system of the bobolink (Beason & Semm 1987; Semm & Beason 1990) and the behavioural experiments carried out by Mora et al. (2004).

2.2.3. Other possible sites. In addition to single-domain magnetite and SPM magnetite, other locations in birds could play a role in iron-based magnetoreception. Williams & Wild (2001) found an area behind the cere heavily stained with Prussian blue and innervated by the trigeminal nerve. Contrary to the structures described earlier, the Prussian blue seems to be located within non-neural cells in contact with the trigeminal nerve. However, the nature of these iron deposits and the ultrastructure of the cells remain to be investigated. Another interesting finding is the presence of magnetic material in the cochlea of birds (Harada et al. 2001; Harada 2008; Zhao et al. 2009). These particles can be moved when a magnetic field is applied (Harada et al. 2001) and are present in the otocochlea, which line the otolithic membrane. A change in magnetic field could therefore cause a change in the orientation of hair cell cilia and subsequently the opening of mechanosensitive ion channels. Magnetic material has also been discovered in the neck musculature of the pigeon and the white-crowned sparrow (Presti & Pettigrew 1980).

2.2.4. Physiological evidence for a magnetite-based receptor in birds. To the best of our knowledge, the most convincing physiological work regarding magnetite-based receptors in birds has been performed by Beason & Semm (1987) on the bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus). Initially, extracellular recordings were carried out mainly on the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve, corresponding to site number 3 in figure 2a. Three types of electrical changes in response to alteration of either the horizontal or vertical components of the GMF could be observed: (i) a rapid and complete inhibition of existing action potential discharge, (ii) a progressive increase in discharge, and (iii) a slow decrease in discharge. The fibres could only be re-stimulated successfully 4–5 min after the previous response suggesting the presence of a refractory period. More importantly, the latency was short suggesting that the transduction mechanism was taking place within the fibres. Because recordings from nerve fibres were limited by potential mechanical artefacts owing to preparation movements, they then decided to carry out recordings from the neuronal...
soma within the trigeminal ganglion itself (Semm & Beason 1990; site number 4 in figure 2a). Although the number of responsive units was lower, they were able to observe acceleration of the spontaneous activity in response to either a decrease (figure 2b) or an increase in the ambient magnetic field. Cells were shown to be responsive to as little as 200 nT and the number of spikes showed a plateau between 20 and 100 μT, as shown in figure 2c. The latency of the response was longer compared with the previous work (4 s in this case). However, the cells could be re-stimulated within a period of 10–20 s.

Because trigeminal neurons are sensitive to heat (Liu & Simon 2000), the responses observed could be due to neurons activated by heat generated by the coil system. In order to rule out such an effect, the authors moved a permanent magnet near the preparation and were able to observe similar effects (figure 2d). Another interesting feature is that the cells could also be activated by a sine wave and apparently locked on to one phase of the wave cycle but not to its anti-phase. As Kirschvink and co-workers (2001) pointed out, this behaviour is similar to that observed by Walker et al. (1997), who reported that units in the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve of the rainbow trout responded to either the onsets or offsets of step changes in magnetic intensity, but not to both.

From these experiments, it can be concluded that there is in the trigeminal nerve of birds a magnetic sensing system independent of the visual system. The responses show the characteristics of true physiological responses, such as the appearance of a plateau as stimulus intensity is increased (figure 2c). However, it has to be stressed that these pioneering studies have never been reproduced (see Ritz et al. 2002). One of the possible explanations could be that the positions of the somas of neurons within the trigeminal ganglion were not investigated and mapped in detail.

### 2.2.5. Behavioural experiments supporting a magnetite-based mechanism.

The pigeon is well known for its homing feats and for this reason has been extensively used to investigate the effects of magnetic fields on navigational behaviour. Pioneering work carried out by Keeton (1971) showed that pigeons carrying magnets...
were disoriented when flying in overcast conditions (Wiltschko et al. 1981). Similar results were obtained by Walcott & Green (1974) with pigeons carrying a coil system. However, experiments implemented in natural conditions are not always consistent owing to the number of different navigational cues that pigeons can rely upon (Walcott 1996). Several attempts have therefore been made to investigate pigeon magnetosensation in controlled experimental conditions. In 1977, Bookman used a flight tunnel in which the magnetic field could be controlled. Using food for conditioning, pigeons were shown to be able to discriminate between magnetic fields of 50 μT and 2 μT (Bookman 1977).

Some of the best experimental evidence for trigeminally mediated magnetoreception in pigeons has been provided by Walker and co-workers (Mora et al. 2004). In an elegant set of conditioning experiments, they were able to train pigeons to recognize a magnetic anomaly of 189 μT located at the centre of the experimental tunnel, which the birds could discriminate with a sensitivity significantly greater than 50 per cent. Their ability to perform the task was impaired by small neodymium iron boron magnets attached to the cere. The anaesthetic lignocaine applied in the nasal cavity completely suppressed the bird’s ability to detect the anomaly, as did section of the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve at the level of the orbits. Birds that had their olfactory nerve sectioned did not show any change in their behaviour except when their trigeminal nerve was subsequently sectioned. These results confirmed (i) that the pigeons were able to detect the magnetic anomaly at levels significantly above chance and (ii) that the trigeminal nerve was critical for this task.

Confirmation that pigeons use magnetic field information in natural conditions was obtained by the same group (Dennis et al. 2007). Birds were fitted with a miniature global positioning device, which when recovered could allow the flight trajectory of the pigeons to be analysed. One of the findings of the analysis was that following release the birds flew in box-like patterns following lines of magnetic field intensity. One of the possible interpretations is that the birds are sampling the local GMF in order to build a navigational map. Additional evidence that pigeons detect magnetic field intensities is that they are able to use a magnetic anomaly to locate food (Thalau et al. 2007). However, in another set of experiments, Gagliardo et al. (2006) found that trigeminally sectioned pigeons were almost unaffected in their homing behaviour.

Magnetic pulse experiments provided further support for the idea that birds use magnetite to sense Earth-strength magnetic fields. A strong pulse will alter the arrangement of single-domain magnetite crystals but will not affect a photopigment-based mechanism. A short pulse of 500 mT applied for 2 ms can also disrupt a chain of SPM droplets (Davila et al. 2005). A pulse of similar value was able to disorient silvereyes (Zosterops lateralis), a Southern Hemisphere migratory bird (Munro et al. 1997; Wiltschko et al. 1998). Only adults appeared to be affected by the pulse, perhaps because juvenile birds rely on an innate mechanism for their heading whereas adults have constructed a navigational map that they have previously built by sampling magnetic field intensities during their journeys. Pulse effects last only a few days (Beason et al. 1997), perhaps because this is the time for magnetosensitive tissue damaged by the pulse to be repaired or to regenerate (Wiltschko et al. 2007). The source of the damage could be either a dislocation of the SPM magnetite clusters, or possibly overstimulation of the receptors by the intense pulse magnetic field, which renders the transduction mechanism non-functional for a time.

An elegant experiment carried out on the silvereye gives some clues about the area implicated in magnetoreception (Wiltschko et al. 2009). Birds were not disoriented by a pulse when xylocaine, a local anaesthetic, was gently applied to the skin of the upper beak, which suggests a possible involvement of the structures described by the Fleissner group (see earlier). Another pulse-type test consists of applying a biasing field and then another set of brief pulses: parallel and anti-parallel. If magnetite crystals are free to rotate then the parallel pulse will have no effect but the anti-parallel pulse will reorient the magnetic moment in the opposite direction. This approach is well established in bacteria and has been successful in bats (Holland et al. 2008), but in the silvereye it disorients the animals but does not have the expected effect as there was no difference between parallel and anti-parallel pulses (Wiltschko et al. 2002a). This experiment indicates either that single-domain magnetite crystals are not free to move, or that SPM particles are instead involved.

3. MECHANOSENSITIVE ION CHANNELS

As detailed earlier, a possible model based on current evidence is that SPM magnetite clusters present in the upper beak of the homing pigeon are tethered to mechanosensitive ion channels situated in the plasma membranes of trigeminal nerve terminals. The observation of filaments linking the SPM clusters and the plasma membrane supports this assumption. Mechanosensitive ion channels are present in all living organisms, but despite intensive work their identities remain open to debate, especially in higher organisms. We present below a brief review of the known properties of mechanosensitive ion channels, focusing mainly on what is currently understood about mechanosensory processes in sensory neurons, with the rationale that the same processes may apply in magnetite-based mechanotransduction.

Figure 3 presents four possible scenarios. In the first model, presented in figure 3a, magnetite exerts a pull directly on the membrane through the filaments described by Fleissner and co-workers (2003). Mechanosensitive ion channels then open in response to membrane stress, allowing positively charged ions (e.g. Na\(^+\), Ca\(^{2+}\)) to flow into the cell causing membrane depolarization. There are many possible candidates for an ion channel activated by membrane deformation rather than by some more direct connection. Ion
channels that are directly gated by membrane stress are abundant in bacteria and archaea, where they open in response to a decrease in osmolarity and therefore help to maintain cellular integrity. An example is MscL from *Escherichia coli* discovered by Martinac et al. (1987) and cloned and sequenced subsequently by the same team (Sukharev et al. 1994). MscL analogues have also been discovered in plants but not to date in animals (Martinac & Kloda 2003). In animals, an important class of mechanosensitive ion channels is formed by TREK-1/2 and TRAAK, which belong to the two-pore-domain potassium channel family (K2P) (Dedman et al. 2009). TREK-1, the best studied, is expressed in the brain (Hervieu et al. 2001) and in sensory neurons (Alloui et al. 2006; Honore 2007). Another important class of mechanosensitive ion channel is formed by the large transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channel superfamily. The prototype TRP channel was discovered in *Drosophila* where TRPL mediates the response to light (Hardie & Minke 1992). TRP channels are cation channels mediating a wide range of sensory processes and possessing...
characteristic multiple ankyrin motifs in the N-terminal cytoplasmic and consist of 33 isoforms spread over seven subfamilies—TRPC, TRPA, TRPV, TRPM, TRPP, TRPML and TRPN. Among the TRP channel family, TRPV4 is the most studied mechanosensitive channel and is expressed in trigeminal neurons (Chen et al. 2009). A homologue of TRPV4 was found in Caenorhabditis elegans, where Osm-9 mutants displayed a lack of osmotic avoidance behaviour (Colbert et al. 1997). Interestingly, and although they only share 24 per cent homology, the osmotic avoidance behaviour could be restored by transfecting the mutant with TRPV4 (Liedtke et al. 2003). Another interesting mechanosensitive TRP is TRPC1. Martinez’s group (Maroto et al. 2005) found the presence of an ionic current in response to suction when a membrane fraction of Xenopus laevis oocytes was reconstituted into giant proteoliposomes. The observed activity could be traced back to TRPC1. This ion channel is present in sensory neurons (Elg et al. 2007). However, further studies of TRPC1 are limited by the fact that it cannot be expressed in heterologous system (Gottlieb et al. 2008).

A second possible model for magnetite-based mechanosensation postulates an intracellular connection from magnetite movement to an ion channel, either via a mechanical link (figure 3b) or via an intracellular messenger (figure 3c). A direct mechanical connection is well known in the case of the touch mechanoreceptor complex in C. elegans. By a screen of mutant worms insensitive to touch, Chalﬁe & Sulston (1981) identiﬁed a group of genes dubbed MEC. It was later found that MEC-2, 4, 6 and 10 formed an ion channel while MEC-1, 5 and 9 link the cuticle externally to the ion channel and MEC-2 connects the channel to cytoskeletal elements represented by MEC-1, 2 and 7 (see review by Drew & Wood 2005). Ion channels homologous to MEC-4 have been cloned and are expressed in vertebrate sensory neurons (Waldmann et al. 1997). These ion channels, known as acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs), are gated by a drop in extracellular pH and are involved in acid-mediated pain (Jones et al. 2004), but they have also been proposed to act as mechanosensors (Price et al. 2001; Page et al. 2004). Interestingly, ASIC3 co-immunoprecipitates with SPL3 (stomatin-like protein 3), a mammalian homologue of MEC-2 and mice with a SPL3 mutation show a strong reduction in touch sensation (Wetzel et al. 2007). These results indicate that a mechanosensitive complex similar to that found in the nematode may also exist in sensory neurons of upper vertebrates.

A second messenger rather than a direct mechanical link is a third possibility. In this model, presented in figure 3c, movement of magnetite results in the production of a small molecule, X, which in turn activates the transducer ion channel. In olfactory neurons, mechanical stimulation enhances the production of cAMP and triggers the opening of cyclic nucleotide-gated channels, which increases odour sensitivity (Grosmaître et al. 2007). Another possible messenger candidate is PIP2, which has been shown to modulate GIRK (G-protein-activated inwardly rectifying potassium channel) in another mechanically activated system (Zhang et al. 2004).

A final possibility, analogous to the mechanotransduction processes present in auditory hair cells, postulates a connection between magnetite-containing cells and neurons expressing mechanically gated ion channels (ﬁgure 3d). Hair cells are highly specialized neuronal cells present in the inner ear of vertebrates and in the lateral line of fish. Mechanically gated ion channels are connected to adjacent cilia via an extracellular tip link (Pickles et al. 1984) made of cadherin 23 and protocadherin 15 (Kazmierczak et al. 2007). Deflections of the adjacent cilia increase tension in the tip link, which in turn opens the ion channel, allowing entry of cations (in this case K⁺ and Ca²⁺). An adaptation mechanism allows the system to be re-stimulated. Part of this system encompasses a molecular motor (Myosin1C) that helps to close the ion channel by returning tension in the tip link to its resting level (see Gillespie & Corey 1997 for review). The identity of the ion channel itself remains open to debate. P2X and ENaC ion channels have been proposed (Strassmaier & Gillespie 2002), but more recent evidence favours members of the TRP ion channel superfamily (Corey 2006). As depicted in ﬁgure 3d, the hair cell mechanism could be adapted to magnetoreception. In this model, the magnetite is located in a nerve terminal, which is connected to a neighbouring cell via a ‘tip link’. Movement of the first compartment due to magnetic ﬁeld changes pulls the link, which in turn opens the ion channel. A molecular motor would also be an interesting mechanism to consider for magnetoreception (step 3 in ﬁgure 3d). This mechanism could reset the alignment of the nerve terminals and since the GMF is always present, it would allow the system to be very sensitive to changes of magnetic ﬁeld intensity.

The earlier mentioned review of our knowledge of mechanically activated ion channels explores possible mechanisms by which a mechanically mediated magnetoreception could transduce the mechanical energy resulting from magnetite movements into changes in cell membrane potentials. Ion channels of the TRP superfamily may be involved, as these channels are known to be mechanosensitive, and several members are closely involved with sensory transduction in other contexts. It may also be of interest to investigate a possible role for other mechanosensitive ion channels such as SPL3 or TREK.

4. Physiological tools to approach magnetite-based magnetoreception in birds

As stressed by Némec and co-workers (2005), compared with the vast amount of behavioural data, only a few studies have tackled magnetoreception using neurobiological and physiological techniques. The past 10 years have seen an increase in our knowledge of magnetite-containing structures in birds. In particular, to the meticulous work of the Fleissner group. However, the central question that remains is the involvement of this neuronal tissue in...
magnetoception. Implementing physiological methods should enable us to solve the cellular basis of magnetite-based magnetoreception. Techniques developed in the field of somatosensation, such as the skin nerve preparation (Reeh 1986), could be adapted to the pigeon’s beak. This preparation has proven useful to investigate the functional properties of afferent fibres and the regulation of their electrical properties by various pharmacological agents (for a recent methodological paper see Zimmermann et al. 2009). Other methods such as detection of stimulus-evoked expression of inducible transcription factor (Nemec et al. 2005) should also be used extensively for trigeminal-mediated magnetoreception in birds. We also envision that a combination of nerve-tracing experiments and tissue/cell culture approaches should provide material for further electrophysiological and/or calcium-imaging experiments.

Once a technique is established to record consistent magnetic responses from magnetite-containing fibres/cells, a set of experiments should be designed to investigate whether the magnetite response is indeed mechanically mediated, in the sense that applying a mechanical stimulus to the preparation mimics the effect of magnetic field changes. Several methods exist to apply a mechanical stimulus to a cell. A popular method in the field of prokaryotic mechanosensitive ion channels consists of applying a negative pressure to the spheroplast or liposomes through a patch-clamp pipette (see Perozo 2006; Martinac et al. 2008 for reviews). This method has been used for a variety of eukaryotic cells such as Xenopus oocytes (Maroto et al. 2005) and rat dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons (Su et al. 2000) but one could argue that the technique may disrupt the delicate arrangement of the intracellular magneto-sensory structure. A more convenient way to mechanically stimulate a cell consists of applying a glass pipette using a piezoelectric system. This approach has been used successfully on isolated DRG neurons (Drew et al. 2002; Di Castro et al. 2006). Alternatively, membrane deformation can be induced by application of a hypo-osmotic solution, which swells the cell, or by perfusing the cell with conical amphipathic molecules, which insert into the cell membrane to cause a change of curvature of the membrane (Markin & Martinac 1991). Trinitrophenol or picric acid induces the activation of a bacterial mechanosensitive channel (Martinac et al. 1990) and TRPA1 (Hill & McBride 1993), whereas chlorpromazine inhibits TREK (Miller et al. 2003). These compounds are of particular relevance when the ion channels are intrinsically gated by membrane stress (figure 3a). Other compounds are also useful tools to study mechanosensitive ion channels: gadolinium, a lanthanide, and some aminoglycoside antibiotics such as neomycin and streptomycin are potent blockers of some mechanically activated ion channels (Hamill & McBride 1993). Cytoskeletal inhibitors can also be of assistance particularly when the ion channels are linked to the cytoskeleton (cases presented in figure 3b,d). Ultimately, a tip-link model could be tested (figure 3d) using calcium chelators and lanthanum ions, which have been shown to disrupt the link (Assad et al. 1991; Kachar et al. 2000).

5. CONCLUSION
A body of evidence suggests that birds use magnetite associated with the trigeminal nerve (ophthalmic branch) to detect magnetic fields, in accordance with the results found in other vertebrates such as the rainbow trout (Walker et al. 1997) and mole rat (Wegner et al. 2006). However, three major differences exist between birds and fish regarding the putative magnetoreceptor cells: (i) in birds, magnetite is located in nerve terminals, whereas in the fish it appears to be located in the cell soma; (ii) birds appear to use SPM magnetite, while fish use single-domain magnetite; and (iii) the magnetoreceptors are in the beak of birds but in the olfactory mucosa in fish.

A few important questions remain. The first, of course, is to collect direct observations of magnetic sensing by the SPM magnetite clusters present in the skin of the upper beak of birds using physiological methods. Secondly, it would be of vital importance to generalize observations to a wide range of bird species and to other vertebrate species. Finally, we need to understand how organisms integrate information from light and magnetite-based magnetoreception.
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